Lemongrass Corporate Overview
Specialists on SAP on Cloud
Lemongrass is a software-enabled services provider, synonymous with SAP on Cloud, focused on delivering
superior, highly automated Managed Services to Enterprise customers. With a unique combination of experience,
expertise and best practices designed to deliver the desired outcomes from an SAP transformation, Lemongrass
engineers strategies and services that enable the economics, scale and agility of hyperscale computing while
unlocking business innovation and controlling the risks and uncertainties. Lemongrass Cloud Platform (LCP)
enables near zero downtime migrations to Cloud and differentiated Managed Services for SAP and its related
workloads. Our customers span multiple verticals and geographies across the Americas, EMEA and APAC and we
partner with SAP, AWS, Microsoft, Google and other global technology leaders.
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Highly Credentialed and Talented Team
A key differentiator for us versus other service providers in our space is our investment and focus on global talent.
That’s why Lemongrass is home to one of the largest dedicated, credentialed SAP on Cloud teams in the world.
With more than 750 partner certifications, the Lemongrass team are experts in implementing, migrating, operating
and innovating SAP on the Cloud. And to accommodate the schedules of our global Enterprise clients, our team
operates in a single, ITIL-aligned, global follow-the-sun model.

Enabling Massive Change for Some of the Most Recognizable Brands

Learn more: info@lemongrasscloud.com

lemongrasscloud.com

A Complete Portfolio of Services
PLAN
• Cloud Strategy
• Business Case Creation
• Proof of Concept
• Migration Assessment
• SAP on Cloud Assessment

MIGRATE
• Optimized Migration
• Migrate Methodology
• SAP S/4HANA
• Application Archiving

OPERATE
• SAP Operation
• Disaster Recovery
• SAP Automation
• SAP on Cloud
Landscape Assessment
• SAP on Cloud Health
Assessment

INNOVATE
• SAP Innovation
• Data Lakes
• DevOps for SAP

Best SAP on Cloud Automation Platform in the Industry
Our Intelligent Cloud Platform, Lemongrass Cloud Platform (LCP), is purpose built to modernize and automate
SAP systems on Cloud. Digitalizing your SAP-centric IT means automation, self-service, machine Learning, and AI.
What could take years to automate in-house can be done at the click of a button with LCP.

What Customers Want
Innovation
Agility
Operational Excellence
Business Case

What LCP Delivers
Extend your system for IoT, Data Lake, AI & Machine-Learning use cases
Implement DevOps for SAP to innovate without friction
Automate ‘all’ Basis and Infrastructure operations and management tasks
Lift & Shift to Cloud or Re-platform to Linux OS and HANA & ASE DB

Comprehensive Managed Services
After your systems are running in the Cloud, we continue to deliver ongoing and quantifiable results with our
Managed Services solutions, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Cost Savings of 40% or more for day to day operations
Optimized lifecycle & operations through automation
SAP compute provisioning, resizing, decommission reduced from weeks/months to minutes with automation
Increased agility through DevOps for SAP
Extended SAP capabilities such as, IoT, Data Lake, AI & Machine-Learning use cases

Next Steps
Contact us now for a complimentary assessment of your SAP systems: info@lemongrasscloud.com
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